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Abstract

The derivative feedback of the capacitor voltage is one of the most extended active damping strategies,

used to eliminate stability problems in grid-connected power converters with an LCL filter. This strategy

is equivalent to the implementation of a virtual impedance in parallel with the filter capacitor. This virtual

impedance is strongly affected by the control loop delays and frequency, creating changes in the sign of

the emulated virtual resistor, and raising instability regions where the active damping is ineffective. As a

consequence, the LCL resonance frequency is restricted to vary, as the effective grid inductance changes,

within the active damping stability region. This is an additional restriction imposed on the LCL filter

design that can compromise the achievement of an optimised design. For this reason, in this work, a

different strategy is presented; by adjusting the delay in the active damping feedback path, it becomes stable

within the range where the LCL resonance frequency can be located for a given filter design, achieving a

robust damping. Analytical expressions are provided to adjust this delay. To widen the stability region of

the capacitor voltage derivative active damping, a multisampled derivative is implemented, overcoming its

limitations close to the control Nyquist frequency. Experimental and simulation results validate the active

damping strategy presented.

Keywords: Active damping, capacitor voltage derivative, converter control, grid connected power

converter, LCL-filter, multisampling.

1. Introduction

Grid-connected voltage source power converters (VSC) are largely used as an interface with the grid for

renewable power systems [1, 2, 3, 4]. As the number of power converters increases, stringent grid codes

regulating the power quality injected have been developed [5]. A common approach to meet these grid codes

is the use of an LCL filter, reducing its overall size and cost if compared with the L filter [6]. In this filtering5

topology, the resonance between the filter and grid impedances must be damped, as stability issues arise
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otherwise due to the effects of the delays in the control loop [7]. To solve these stability problems, both

passive and active damping methods are used in the existing literature [8, 9].

There are several passive damping approaches, consisting in the addition of damping resistors that

increase the converter power losses . Even though some damping topologies present reduced power losses10

[10], they introduce other passive components and the filter complexity grows.

Active damping (AD) approaches have been widely explored in previous papers as they can stabilise

the system without increasing its power losses. The capacitor voltage feed-forward can effectively damp the

filter resonant poles, but it becomes ineffective as the LCL resonance frequency approaches the converter

control Nyquist frequency [11]. In high power converters, where the switching frequency, and accordingly15

the sampling frequency, is limited to reduce the power losses, and the resonance frequency is increased to

lower the filter size, a different AD strategy is required. A notch filter, inserted in the current control loop

and tuned at the resonance frequency, could damp the resonance [12], but it requires an estimation of the

effective grid inductance, as it can change depending on the grid at which the VSC is connected and the

power injected at the point of common coupling (PCC) [13, 14]. Alternatively, a lead-lag controller can be20

tuned in the current control loop to avoid -180 degree crossings [12] that can lead to instability. However,

when the resonance frequency approaches the converter control Nyquist frequency, it is unable to introduce

enough phase lead. A suitable option to overcome this limitation is the introduction of additional delays

and low-pass filters [15, 16], which are able to stabilise the resonant poles. Nevertheless, they provide a

poor damping at the resonant poles, compromising the grid current harmonic content and, therefore, the25

fulfillment of the grid codes [16]. The capacitor current proportional feedback is one of the preferred solutions,

equivalent to the implementation of a virtual resistor in parallel with the filter capacitor [17, 18, 19, 20, 21].

The main drawback is that it requires additional sensors as this current is not normally measured a in

grid-connected VSC. An alternative is using the capacitor voltage, measured for synchronisation purposes,

using its derivative to estimate its current and performing an active damping strategy equivalent to the30

previous one [22, 23, 24].

Both, the capacitor current feedback and the capacitor voltage derivative AD strategies, are based on

the emulation of a virtual damping resistor, which becomes a virtual impedance by the effects of the control

delays [19, 20]. The real part of the emulated virtual impedance varies with frequency and it can become

negative, leading to instability if the resonance frequency is located in the negative region. This issue has35

been reported in the literature: in [17] the stability region where the capacitor current AD can effectively

damp the resonance is limited to ωs/6, ωs being the sampling frequency. The stability region calculated

imposes constraints on the LCL filter design: the LCL resonance has to be lower than ωs/6. This restriction

compromises the achievement of an optimised filter in order to meet the grid codes at the lowest price. In

[19] they identified the same stability limits, suggesting that the resonance frequency should be limited to be40

lower than ωs/6, where the emulated virtual resistance is positive, so that the AD can stabilise the resonant
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poles. Alternatively, they proposed reducing the computation delay to widen the stability interval. Lastly,

[20] proposed an RC virtual damper that modifies the stability region, changing the feedback sign in order

to operate at the region where the emulated virtual resistor is negative. In this case the resonance frequency

is restricted to a wider interval limited by ωs/5 and ωs/2.45

In commercial high power converters, as the one further described in this work, the converter side

inductance is around 0.1 p.u., the filter capacitor is 0.03 p.u., while the grid side inductance is formed by the

transformer leakage inductance, 0.05 p.u, and the effective grid inductance, which is unknown and would

modify the filter resonance frequency. The resonance frequency, for the values provided, is bounded within

0.15ωs and 0.27ωs, as the grid inductance varies from a short circuit ratio (SCR) at the PCC of 1 to 300.50

This interval of possible resonance frequencies does not fall within the stability regions identified by the

previous papers. To solve this issue, in this article, a different approach is presented. Instead of designing

the filter to locate the resonance frequency where the AD is able to stabilise the resonant poles, the AD

stability region is modified and adapted to be robust and stable within the range of frequencies where the

LCL resonant poles can be located for a given power converter design. With this purpose, the delay in the55

AD path is modified after an analysis of the existing delays in the control loop, considering the filters applied

to the measurements. These filters are neglected in the literature, even though they strongly affect the AD

stability region and must be introduced to avoid noise amplification by the derivative. Analytical expressions

are provided for the adjustment of the delay, which are valid for the capacitor current proportional feedback

and the capacitor voltage derivative AD (CVDAD). However, this paper is focused on the latest strategy,60

as it avoids the use of additional sensors.

The discrete implementation of the derivative close to the control Nyquist frequency is not possible

without magnitude and phase distortion. For this reason, a multisampled derivative is used, as done in

the passivity based analysis performed in [25]. With the multisampled approach the delay is reduced in

the feedback path, achieving a wider stability interval in the CVDAD, as it will be shown in this work.65

Experimental results are provided to validate the proposed AD approach.

2. System Modelling and Stability Analysis

2.1. System Modelling and Control

Fig. 1 shows the typical structure of a VSC connected to the grid with an LCL filter. This filter is formed

by the converter inductance, Lc, the filter capacitor, Cf , the step-up transformer leakage inductance, Ltransf ,70

and the grid inductance, Lg at the PCC. The latter is usually unknown and variable, modifying the filter

grid side effective inductance.

The converter side current is usually controlled by means of a proportional-integral (PI) controller in

the synchronous reference frame (SRF). For this reason, the LCL filter model will be developed in the dq
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Figure 1: Grid-connected VSC with LCL filter.

components. With this transformation, cross-coupling terms appear between the d and q phases in the75

reactive passive components, and thus the system has to be treated as a multiple-input multiple-output

(MIMO) system, Fig. 2. In some cases, a simplified model is developed, neglecting some of the cross-

couplings, but this model does not reproduce accurately the system dynamics and stability. In Fig. 2 it

can be seen that the cross-coupling terms between both axis are the same but with an opposite sign, so

the matrix representing the system dynamics will have the form and symmetry of Eq. 1. In Eq. 1 the80

converter current Idq(s) is correlated to the voltage imposed by the converter Vconvdq (s). This symmetry

will be important for the stability analysis performed at the end of this section.

Id(s)
Iq(s)

 =

 G1(s) G2(s)

−G2(s) G1(s)

Vconvd(s)

Vconvq (s)

 (1)

The expression for G1(s) and G2(s) are given in Eqs. 2 and 3 respectively, reflecting that a sixth-

order model is obtained. In these equations ωr = 1/
√
CfL is the filter resonance frequency, where L =√

LcLgt/(Lc + Lgt), with Lgt equal to the sum of the transformer leakage inductance, Ltransf , and the grid85

Figure 2: SRF model of the LCL filter.
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inductance, Lg. The parameters a and b are the ratios between ωpar/ωr and ω0/ωr, respectively, where ωpar

is the parallel resonance frequency between the grid side inductance and the filter capacitor and ω0 is the

frequency used for the SRF transformation. Lastly, Q represents the filter quality factor, defined as Rda/R0,

where Rda is a passive resistor connected in series with the filter capacitor to damp the resonance and R0

is
√
L/Cf .90

In Fig. 3 a schematic of the converter control loop is represented. The capacitor voltage and the converter

current measurements are filtered by a first-order low-pass analog filter (LPAF) with a time constant τlp.

These measurements are sampled by the DSP, where the control loops are executed twice per converter

switching period. The PLL, receiving the capacitor voltage filtered measurement through a SOGI filter

[26], provides the angle for the transformation to the SRF. Each current component is controlled by a PI95

controller. At the output of the controller, a feed-forward compensation of the capacitor voltage is added

through a low-pass digital filter (LPDF). The sum of the controller and feed-forward voltages is saturated

to avoid overmodulation, using an anti-windup (AW) for the PI.

The Laplace domain has been chosen to model the system because it is a convenient option to analyze

it when the active damping with the multisampled approach is introduced. The Laplace equivalent transfer100

functions for the digital elements within the control loop, such as the feed-forward LPDF and the PI

controller, are used. To properly study the system stability, a representation of all the elements in the

same reference frame is required, in this case, the SRF. The LPAF is applied to the real magnitudes of the

variables. This filter can be directly expressed in the stationary frame, αβ, without modifying the filter

transfer function. In the control loop described in Fig. 3, elements defined in the stationary frame αβ,105

Figure 3: Typical control structure of a grid-connected power converter in the SRF.
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G1(s) = 1
Lc

s5+Qωr(1+a2)s4+ω2
r(Q2a2+2b2+(1+a2))s3+2Qω3

r(a2+b2)s2+ω4
r(b2(b2+(aQ)2+1−3a2)+b2)s+Qω5

rb
4(1−a2)

s6+2Qωrs5+ω2
r(3b

2+Q2+2)s4+2Qω3
r(2b

2+1)s3+ω4
r(b

4+2(bQ)2+1)s2+2ω5
rb

2Q(b2+1)s+ω6
rb

2(b4+b2(Q2−2)+1)

(2)

G2(s) = −1
Lc

ωrbs
4+2Qbω2

ra
2s3+ω3

rb(2b
2+a2(3+Q2)−1)s2+2Qω4

rba
2(1+b2)s+ω5

rb(b
4+(Qba)2−b2−(ab)2+a2)

s6+2Qωrs5+ω2
r(3b

2+Q2+2)s4+2Qω3
r(2b

2+1)s3+ω4
r(b

4+2(bQ)2+1)s2+2ω5
rb

2Q(b2+1)s+ω6
rb

2(b4+b2(Q2−2)+1)

(3)

i.e. Dconv and the transformation of LPAF to αβ, coexist with elements in the SRF, i.e. the PI current

controller and the LPDF. Dconv(s) stands for the computation delay in the DSP, and the zero order hold

(ZOH). These elements in αβ are transformed to the SRF using the transformation proposed in [27]. The

LPAF applied in the αβ frame to the measured variables is shown in Eq. 4 for the converter current case,

where LPAF (s) is 1/(τlps+ 1).110

Iα,f (s)

Iβ,f (s)

 =

LPAF (s) 0

0 LPAF (s)

Iα(s)

Iβ(s)

 (4)

Eq. 4 is transformed to Eq. 5, its equivalent in the SRF.

Idf (s)

Iqf (s)

 =

 LPAF1(s) LPAF2(s)

−LPAF2(s) LPAF1(s)

Id(s)
Iq(s)

 (5)

where the diagonal terms of the matrix [LPAF] in dq are LPAF1(s) = LPAF (s + jω0) + LPAF (s − jω0)

and the anti-diagonal terms are LPAF2(s) = (jLPAF (s+ jω0)− jLPAF (s− jω0)) [27].

The resonance of the LCL filter can be located close to the control Nyquist frequency, so an accurate rep-

resentation of Dconv(s) is required. The fourth-order approximation calculated in [16] is used and reproduced115

in Eq. 6.

Dconv(s) =
12T 2

sDSP
s2−72TsDSP

s+144

T 4
sDSP

s4+12(T 3
sDSP

s3+5T 2
sDSP

s2+12(TsDSP
s+1)) (6)

where TsDSP
is the DSP sampling time. Eq. 7 in the SRF is obtained by applying the same transformation

made for the LPAF,

Vconvd(s)

Vconvq (s)

 =

 D1(s) D2(s)

−D2(s) D1(s)

VconvdDSP
(s)

VconvqDSP
(s)

 (7)

with D1(s) = Dconv(s+ jω0) +Dconv(s− jω0) and D2(s) = jDconv(s+ jω0)− jDconv(s− jω0).
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2.2. Stability analysis120

The SCR varies depending on the PCC. As the power converter can be connected to strong and weak

grids, the SCR can suffer strong variations [28], ranging from SCRs of 1 to 300. The variation in the

effective grid inductance seen by the power converter greatly modifies the output filter resonance frequency.

To include any possibility in the stability analysis made in this paper, these variations are bounded by the

ideal limits of SCR given by 0, obtaining the lowest resonance frequency (Frl in Eq. 8) and ∞, obtaining125

the highest resonance frequency (Frh in Eq. 9).

Frl =
1

2π

√
1

CfLc
(8)

Frh =
1

2π

√
Ltrans + Lc
CfLcLtransf

(9)

As established in the previous subsection, the model in the SRF is coupled, so the stability must be

analysed through the application of MIMO system theory. The open-loop transfer matrix [Hol(s)], of the

system without the proposed AD, is obtained by correlating the filtered converter current, Idqf (s), and the

tracking error, εdq(s), from Fig. 4 without considering the AD feedback path. Even if the resulting matrix130

is too complicated to reproduce here, it retains the symmetry of the matrix presented in Eqs. 1, 5 and 7

and can be represented as in Eq. 10. This symmetry is relevant because the calculation of its eigenvalues is

simplified to Eq. 11 and the closed loop stability can be deduced from their frequency response [29].

Idf (s)

Iqf (s)

 =

 Hol1(s) Hol2(s)

−Hol2(s) Hol1(s)

εd(s)
εq(s)

 (10)

λ1,2(s) = Hol1(s)± jHol2(s) (11)

Once the model of the system has been developed, the stability analysis can be conducted. As an

example, the study is going to be performed for the system parameters summarised in Table 1, which are135

the ones of the experimental set-up. Rda is chosen to be negligible to analyse the worst case from the

stability point of view.

Table 1: System parameters

Vgrid 690 V Lconv 400 µH

Srated 500 kVA Ltransf 150 µH

FsDSP
5.6 kHz Cf 100 µF

SCR 1-300
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Figure 4: Block diagram representing the control loop in the SRF with the CVDAD.

Due to the existence of complex numbers in the transfer function of the eigenvalues of [Hol(s)], the Bode

plots are not equal at positive and negative frequencies. The frequency response of the eigenvalues, for both

positive and negative frequencies, is shown in Fig. 5 for three different SCRs. It can be seen in Fig. 5 (a) and140

(b) that around the resonance frequency, four -180 degree-crossings occur for each SCR when the magnitude

is positive, meaning that the closed loop transfer function will have four unstable poles for any SCR, as the

Rda has been neglected. This can be verified when the closed loop poles of the converter current control are

represented, Fig. 5 (c), where the four -180 degree-crossings are translated into four unstable poles at the

same frequency than the crossings. In a real application, the parasitic resistances of the inductors, capacitors145

and semiconductors will help stabilise the system for the strongest SCR values. However, for the rest of the

cases an active damping method has to be introduced to avoid using additional resistors and consequently

increasing the power losses.

3. Proposed Active Damping Strategy

3.1. General description of the active damping strategy150

In Fig. 4 the SRF plant model and control loop, including the AD proposed, are represented. The AD

feedback branch, depicted in green, includes the terms of the state-of-the-art solutions: a derivative action

multiplied by a constant, kAD. However, in this proposal, a new transfer function is added, HAD. The main

purpose of HAD is adapting the delay in the AD path to avoid stability problems caused by the variations in
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Figure 5: Stability analysis for an SCR of 1 (blue), 15 (red) and 300 (yellow). Bode plot of λ1(s) = Hol1(s) + jHol1(s) (a), of

λ2(s) = Hol1(s) − jHol1(s) (b) and pole placement of the current control loop (c).

the sign of the damping action, within all the range of frequencies where the LCL resonance frequency can155

be located. From Fig. 4 it is clear that the AD action is affected in the direct path by D1(s) and LPAF1(s)

and in the cross path by D2(s) and LPAF2(s). Adjusting HAD with the complete model is complex, for this

reason, some simplifications are made. D1(s) always has a magnitude greater than D2(s) and LPAF1(s)
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Figure 6: Representation of the CVDAD obtained by simplifying and rearranging the control loop.

is also greater than LPAF2(s), in this case 14 and 100 times greater respectively, so they can be neglected

for the adjustment. By neglecting the cross terms for the AD tuning, the AD control loop diagram can be160

rearranged as shown in Fig. 6, where only the plant and the AD loop are shown for clarity. With these

simplifications it is clear that the AD feedback is the same in d and q axis, so only the d axis is studied in

the tuning procedure. A virtual impedance can be defined as the ratio of the capacitor voltage in one axis

and the virtual current in the same axis and is given by Eq. 12.

ZAD(s) =
UCfd(s)

Idv(s)
≈ Lc
HAD(s)D1(s)kADLPAF1(s)

(12)

Eq. 12 has the components generally found in the classical AD strategies: a virtual impedance dependent165

on Lc, kAD, D1 and LPAF1. It is known that the real part of this classical emulated virtual impedance,

Re(ZAD(s)), or equivalently, its resistive component, changes its value and sign as a function of frequency.

A change in the sign of Re(ZAD(s)), within the location of the poles at the resonance frequency, causes

instability [17, 19, 20]. But the additional term HAD(s) that we propose to include in the AD path will

allow to modify the delay and guarantee no changes in the sign of Re(ZAD(s)) within the range of possible170

resonance frequencies. Before addressing this key aspect, a proper derivative is required at the LCL resonance

frequency, something that becomes complex taking into account the low switching frequencies and the high

sampling times of high power converters.
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3.2. Implementation of the derivative

The digital implementation of the derivative in the DSP is not possible without a significant magnitude175

or phase distortion close to the control Nyquist frequency [23]. The distortion of the derivative depends on

its implementation and the sampling time. Both aspects are discussed in this section. Eq. 13 contains the

backward Euler discrete implementation of the derivative.

Der(z) =
1− z−1

Ts
(13)

where Ts stands for the sampling time. If this derivative is implemented in the DSP (Ts = TsDSP
), which is

executed twice per switching period, it loses up to 90 degrees as it approaches the control Nyquist frequency,180

as shown in Fig. 7. In this application, within the limits for the LCL filter resonance frequency (Frl ,Frh),

represented by the dashed lines in Fig. 7, it already has a phase lower than 45 degrees.

Recently, accurate derivatives have been presented for the capacitor voltage active damping, in order to

extend the applicability of this active damping approach [23, 30]. In [30] two differentiators are proposed

with the same derivative characteristics as the non-ideal generalized integrator presented in [23], so the two185

proposals presented in [30] are discussed, due to their simple expressions and their direct discrete nature.

The first proposal, is a first order differentiator, given by Eq. 14.

DifFO(z) =
1 +m

TsDSP

1− z−1

1 +mz−1
(14)

where m is a constant that can vary between 0 and 1. The second proposal is a second order differentiator,

given by Eq. 15.

DifSO(z) =
2

TsDSP

(k + 1)(2− z−1)(1− z−1)

2(k + 1) + z−1 − z−2
(15)

where k is a constant that can vary between 0 and infinity. The parameters m and k modify the frequency190

response of the derivative close to the control Nyquist frequency. For the representation made in Fig.7, m

has been chosen to be 0.5 and k has been chosen to be 1, trying to find a compromise between phase flatness

within Frl and Frh , while keeping the magnitude peak at the control Nyquist frequency at a reduced value.

From Fig. 7 it can be concluded that for the LCL filter parameters under consideration, the derivatives

proposed in [23, 30] can perform an accurate derivative within the limits of the LCL resonance frequency.195

However, in both cases, the error in the phase grows rapidly towards the control Nyquist frequency, FNy.

In some systems, such as in parallel interleaved power converters, where the LCL resonance frequency

is designed to attenuate higher-order harmonics than the first switching harmonic family, the resonance

frequency is moved towards the control Nyquist frequency [16], and these differentiators could not be used.

To solve this limitation, the use of a multisampled derivative is proposed. The implementation can be200

made on an external device, such as a field programmable array (FPGA), or in the same DSP by making
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Figure 7: Comparison of the frequency response of the backward Euler derivative and the first- and second-order differentiators

proposed in [30] when they are implemented in the DSP.

Figure 8: Time diagram illustrating a possible implementation of the multisampled derivative in a FPGA.

use of interrupts. In many applications, the DSP is already complemented by an FPGA [31], running at a

faster speed. This is a common approach in high power converters, where the control sampling frequency

is limited as a result of the reduced switching frequency. To explain how the multisampled approach can

be easily implemented, in Fig. 8 the sample instants of the DSP, k, and the FPGA, r, are represented. The205

FPGA only performs the difference between two consecutive samples. At instant k the DSP samples the

difference between the FPGA samples r and r-1, which are used for the control calculations.

The multisampled derivative is implemented using Eq. 13, and with a high enough ratio of the DSP

to the FPGA sampling times, the derivative has almost no phase distortion within the limits of the LCL

resonance frequency. This is shown in Fig. 9, where the frequency response of the multisampled backward210

Euler derivative is plotted for three multisampling ratios, mr, of the FPGA sampling frequency to the DSP

sampling frequency. If the the multisampling ratio is equal to 10, less than 6 degrees would be lost at the

the highest resonance frequency, FRh
. If the FPGA runs only 4 times faster than the DSP, at the maximum

resonance frequency 14 degrees would be lost. If mr is reduced to a minimum of 2, a higher deformation

is obtained in the phase of the derivative and 30 degrees would be lost at FRh
. For a mr equal to 2, the215
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FPGA Nyquist frequency is denoted in Fig. 9 as FNy mr2.

As a rule of thumb, if the multisampled derivative is 10 times faster than the DSP sampling frequency,

an almost ideal derivative is achieved. However, depending on the application and the ratio of the resonance

frequency to the control Nyquist frequency, the ratio of the multisampled derivative to the DSP sampling

frequency can be reduced.220

3.3. Procedure for the systematic design of HAD

The design of the transfer function applied in the AD path, HAD(s), is a key aspect to achieve a robust

AD. This transfer function, as shown in Eq. 16, includes two terms. The first term is a band pass filter,

BPF (s), designed to avoid noise amplification and reduce the required AD action. The second term is an

adjustable delay, DAD(s), included to achieve the desired robustness in the AD strategy.225

HAD = BPF (s)DAD(s) (16)

The design of HAD(s) is made in two steps:

• Step 1: Design of the bandpass filter.

BPF (s) should be able to attenuate both the switching frequency harmonics and the fundamental

component (DC in dq), to avoid noise amplification and to reduce the applied AD action. However, it

should not affect the AD action inside the range of possible resonance frequencies (from Frl to Frh), where230

the AD is required. As a general rule to achieve these goals, the lower stop-band is set at half the lowest
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LCL resonance frequency, Frl/2, and the highest stop-band is set at (Frh +Fsw)/2, Fsw being the switching

frequency. Once both stop-bands have been set, the filter order has to be defined. In this case a second-order

filter is used. If a greater attenuation is required, the order of the filter can be increased.

• Step 2: Adjustment of the delay.235

If a change in the sign of the emulated virtual resistance occurs within the range of possible LCL resonance

frequencies, the system will be unstable for some SCR, as the AD will generate a destabilising action. In

Fig. 10 the real part of ZAD(s) is plotted against frequency to illustrate this problem for three different AD

techniques. The CVDAD with the classical derivative, including the BPF (s) and the LPAF1(s), is able

to stabilise the resonant poles for weak grids (lowest resonant frequencies), but it will be unstable if it is240

connected to strong grids. If the multisampled derivative is used, the delay in the feedback path is reduced

and the AD is able to stabilise the system for strong grids, but not in the weakest cases. However, these

changes in the sign of Re(ZAD(s)) inside the range of possible resonance frequencies (from Frl to Frh) can

be avoided by modifying the phase, adding an additional delay in the AD feedback path, DAD(s). DAD(s)

is calculated to achieve at the central resonance frequency, Frc = (Frl + Frh)/2, a pure virtual resistance.245

As shown in Fig. 10, using the multisampled derivative and the proposed additional delay, DAD(s), the AD

will be able to stabilise the system in the whole range of resonance frequencies, shifting the changes in the

sign of Re(ZAD(s)) outside the range of possible resonance frequencies to achieve the desired robustness. A

negative virtual resistor is emulated, so the AD feedback path sign has to be positive.

As a first step to adjust DAD(s), the phase of ZAD(s), ϕ(ZAD(s)), has to be characterised and it is250

given by Eq. 17

ϕ(ZAD(s)) =− ϕ(D1(s))− ϕ(LPAF1(s))− ϕ(BPF (s))−

− ϕ(DAD(s))
(17)

The additional delay, expressed as the number of sample times, y, required to achieve a purely resistive

impedance at the central resonance frequency, can be calculated by imposing that, at the central resonance

frequency Eq. 17 has to be equal to π. This equation can be analytically solved to calculate y, obtaining

Eq. 18.255

y =
1

ωrcTsDSP

(
nzb∑
i=0

atan

(
ωrc
zBPFi

)
−

npb∑
i=0

atan

(
ωrc
pBPFi

)
+

+

nzl∑
i=0

atan

(
ωrc

zLPAF1i

)
−

npl∑
i=0

atan

(
ωrc

pLPAF1i

)
+ π

)
− 1.5 (18)

where nzb and nzb are the number of zeros, zBPFi , and poles, pBPFi , of BPF (s) respectively. 1.5 stands for

the delay of D1(s), and TsDSP
is the DSP sampling time. Lastly, nzl is the number of zeros, zLPAF1i

, and
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Figure 10: Variation of the virtual impedance real part with frequency for the multisampled derivative, the classical derivative

and the proposed approach: the multisampled derivative with phase adjustment.

npl is the number of poles, pLPAF1i
, of LPAF1. If a first-order low-pass analog filter is considered, when it

is expressed in the SRF, LPAF1(s) has one zero and two poles.

This delay of y sample times has to be programmed in the DSP, where an integer delay can be easily260

implemented. However, in general, y will be a real number. In this general case, it is decomposed into its

integer part, yi, and its fractional part, yf , which can be implemented in the DSP by means of a linear

interpolation [32], as shown in Eq. 19.

DAD(z) =
(
(1− yf ) + yfz

−1
)
z−yi (19)

It can be seen in Fig.10, represeented for a mr equal to 10, that at the highest resonance frequency the real

part of the emulated virtual impedance is equal to 0.4, meaning that there is a margin of 25 degrees before265

the emulated virtual resistance becomes negative. If this margin becomes small, the damping at the LCL

resonant poles is highly reduced, and the system can even become unstable as the virtual resistance turns

negative. In this way, the multisampling ratio (mr) of the FPGA to the DSP is a key aspect. As indicated

in Fig. 9, if mr is equal to 4, 8 additional degrees are lost with respect to mr equal to 10, and there is only

a margin of 17 degrees until the system becomes unstable. If mr is decreased to 2, 24 additional degrees are270

lost, reamining only 1 degree until the virtual resistance becomes negative. The damping provided is almost

negligible and hence, an important ripple could be expected at the LCL resonant poles for high SCRs. For

this reason the ratio of the multisampled derivative is such an important aspect.

In this approach, the delay has been adjusted for the widest possible range of resonance frequencies.

Nevertheless, the delay can be adjusted to optimise the damping action at the LCL resonance frequency, in275
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those applications in which the SCR at the PCC is known, by evaluating Eq. 18 at the resonance frequency.

In this way, a pure virtual resistor would be emulated at the actual resonance frequency, providing optimal

damping at the resonant poles. Once that the delay of the AD path has been properly adjusted, the selection

of the emulated virtual resistor would determine the amplitude of the AD action.

The proper adjustment of the delay guarantees that the phase of the emulated virtual impedance has280

enough margin before its resistive component changes its sign for any SCR greater than 1. As a result, the

emulated virtual resistance does not need to be modified for the different grid impedances and the robustness

is guaranteed.

3.4. Noise rejection analysis

It is common in power converters, to sample all the measured variables synchronously, either with285

symmetrical sampling (once per switching frequency), or with asymmetrical sampling (twice per switching

frequency). In this way, aliasing and noise problems are minimised. In the power converter analysed in

this work, all the measurements are measured asymmetrically, except for the capacitor voltage measurement

used in the CVDAD strategy, as a multisampled derivative is used.

The main source of noise in the measurement of the capacitor voltage is the switching of the power290

converter. Consequently, the most representative harmonics in the measurement are expected to be located

at the switching frequency and its sidebands and all the multiples of the switching frequency and their

sidebands. If the multisampled derivative is implemented in an FPGA, the measurement of the capacitor

voltage filtered by the LPAF is sampled by the FPGA, and the derivative performed. This derivative will be

sampled by the DSP, and the high frequency noise will be translated into low frequency alias at a frequency295

given by Eq. 20.

Falias = |FsDSP
− Freal| (20)

where Falias is the low frequency alias of the real harmonic, with a frequency Freal, and where FsDSP
is

the DSP sampling frequency. The sidebands of the first switching harmonic family appear at ±100 Hz,

±200 Hz... with the asymmetrical update of the switching orders. When sampled by the DSP, these

harmonics are seen as alias with a frequency close to the switching frequency and are attenuated by the300

band-pass filter. The second switching harmonic family sidebands appear at ±50 Hz, ±250 Hz... and are

seen by the DSP as alias with a low frequency, which are also attenuated by the bandpass filter previously

adjusted. All the switching harmonic families are similarly attenuated and none of the aliases fall within

the AD region. If in a given application, the alias of the switching family falls within the AD region, an

anti-aliasing filter could be implemented in the FPGA. The experimental set-up, in which the CVDAD305

strategy is tested, will demonstrate that there are no noise problems that compromise the performance and

stability of the CVDAD.
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3.5. Selection of the emulated virtual resistor

The last step to tune the CVDAD is the selection of the virtual resistor, Rdav , defined as the ratio

between Lc and kAD. An initial estimation for Rdav can be found from the expression for the damping of310

an LC filter with a resistor in parallel with the filter capacitor, Eq. 21. This Rdav would provide the desired

damping, ξ, when a pure virtual resistance is emulated, however, by the effects of the delays, this can only

be achieved at the frequency for which the delay has been adjusted.

Rdav =
ZCf
2ξ

(21)

where ZCf is the impedance of the capacitor branch at a given frequency. For the parameters of the case

under study, the required Rdav to achieve a damping of 0.25 at the central resonance frequency, where Eq. 21315

is valid, results in a value of 2.75 Ω. In Fig. 11 the evolution of the resonant poles is plotted for several

virtual resistors and an SCR of 10, corresponding to the SCR of the grid at which the experimental set-up is

connected and a short circuit ratio that brings the LCL resonance frequency close to the central resonance

frequency, Frc . It is observed that the proposed AD is able to stabilise the resonant poles for different virtual

resistors, showing robustness faced to variations in this parameter. The greatest damping is achieved for an320

Rdav close to the initial estimate of 2.75 Ω.

4. Simulation Results

In the experimental set-up the grid inductance cannot be modified. For this reason, simulations are

performed using Matlab Simscape Power Systems in order to validate the proposed AD strategy with delay
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Figure 11: Pole placement of the resonant poles for SCR = 10 and different virtual resistors.
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Figure 12: Capacitor line voltage evolution for the three AD strategies and two SCRs: 1.5 (a) and 70 (b).

adjustment.325

According to Fig. 10, the multisampled derivative without phase adjustment (M) is able to stabilise

the resonant poles for high SCRs (high resonance frequencies), while the classical implementation of the

derivative (C) will be able to damp the resonance in weak grids (low resonance frequencies). Only the

proposed CVDAD strategy that combines the multisampled derivative with the delay adjustment (M+D)

is able to stabilise the converter for any SCR.330

To verify this behaviour two simulations are performed, in which the AD is switched from the multisam-

pled derivative with phase adjustment, to the classical derivative and later to the multisampled derivative

without phase adjustment. Two different SCRs are simulated to verify the stability regions obtained in

Fig. 10: an SCR of 1.5, corresponding to an LCL resonance frequency of 860 Hz and an SCR of 70, corre-

sponding to a resonance frequency of 1400 Hz.335

If an SCR of 1.5 is considered, both the multisampled with delay adjustment and the classical AD

strategy can effectively damp the resonance, as shown in Fig. 12. In contrast, the multisampled strategy

without phase adjustment leads the system to instability, and a component at the resonance frequency

rapidly grows. As expected from Fig. 10, with the multisampled approach and an SCR of 1.5, the sign of

the emulated virtual resistor changes and a destabilising action is applied. In contrast, in a strong grid with340
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an SCR of 70, both multisampled strategies, with and without phase adjustment, can damp the system.

However, with the classical derivative the system is unstable as the sign of the emulated virtual resistance

has changed, confirming again the results in Fig. 10. In this way, the proposed AD is the only strategy able

to stabilise the system for any grid considered.

The reduction of the multsampling ratio, mr, introduces a phase displacement that cannot be ignored345

for high SCRs. In Section 3.3 this issue was analyzed based on the theoretical phase displacement obtained

in Section 3.2. To validate this theoretical analysis, a simulation has been performed for a SCR of 300,

transiently modifying mr from 10 to 4 and later to 2, the same mr that have been theoretically analyzed.

With the original mr of 10, the system is perfectly stable obtaining a negligible component at the LCL

resonance frequency, as shown in Fig. 13. If mr is reduced to 4, the system becomes closer to instability, as350

the margin in the emulated virtual resistance is reduced to 17 degrees. The damping of the resonant poles

is diminished and an harmonic component at this frequency appears. With a multisampling ratio of only

2, the margin in the phase of the emulated virtual resistor is only 1 degree and the system is on the verge

of instability. An unacceptable harmonic component at the LCL resonant poles frequency is obtained, even

though the system is still stable.355
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Figure 13: Capacitor line voltage for a SCR of 300 and three different ratios (mr) of the FPGA sampling time to the DSP

sampling time.

5. Experimental Results

The validity of the approach is tested on the 500 kW back-to-back power converter shown in Fig. 14,

designed for a DFIG wind turbine. Only the grid side converter is used, because the purpose of the test is
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to validate the robust active damping strategy presented. The system parameters are detailed in Table 1,

and it is connected to a grid with an SCR of 10. The DC bus voltage is 1100 V, and the passive resistors,360

normally used to damp the filter resonance are bypassed. The DSP sampling frequency is set to 5.6 kHz

with a converter switching frequency of 2.8 kHz (asymmetrical sampling). An FPGA is used for filtering

purposes, running 10 times faster than the DSP and synchronised with it. The AD strategy is implemented

following the steps in Section 3. The derivative is implemented in the FPGA and passed to the DSP, where

the bandpass digital filter and the adjustment of the delay are applied, emulating a resistor of 2.75 Ω.365

According to the stability analysis already conducted in Section II, the system without AD is unstable,

while if the AD is included it would become stable. This behaviour is validated in the experimental set-up

by transiently disabling the AD action. In Fig. 15 the capacitor line voltages and the converter side current,

operating at 40% of the rated power, are shown as registered by the Yokogawa DL850E. Initially, the AD

is activated and the system is stable, but as soon as it is deactivated at instant t1, the system becomes370

unstable and a component at the LCL resonance frequency grows exponentially, verifying the behaviour

predicted. When the AD is activated again after 40 ms, it becomes stable and is able to recover quickly

from instability.

The grid current harmonic content with the AD strategy activated is shown in Fig. 16. It can be seen

that, when a virtual resistor close the optimal value is emulated, no significant harmonics at the LCL375

resonance frequency appear, meaning that resonant poles are properly damped, as shown in Fig. 16 (a).

Moreover, it can be seen that the grid current has low amplitude harmonics, proving that the AD strategy

is robust against noise and aliasing. Nevertheless, if a virtual resistance of 10 Ω is emulated, the resonant

poles have a poor damping, and consequently significant harmonics at the resonance frequency appear in

Figure 14: Equipment used validate the AD approach.
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Figure 15: Capacitor line voltage (a) and converter side current (b) evolution when the AD strategy is deactivated for 40 ms.

the grid current, as demonstrated in Fig. 16 (b). These results perfectly agree with the zero pole map shown380

in Fig. 11, where it can be seeen that a virtual resitor of 10 Ω leads the resonant poles to a situation really

close to instability.

To further analyse the effects of the AD in the converter variables, the capacitor line voltage is plotted in

Fig. 17 for the same virtual resistors as in Fig. 16. With the optimal virtual resistor emulated, the capacitor

line voltage does not present a component at the resonance frequency and the waveform is clean. In contrast,385

if a virtual resistor of 10 Ω is emulated, the voltage waveform is distorted, with an important component

at the resonance frequency. In this way it can be concluded that the detailed modeling approach allows to

precisely adjust the AD strategy.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 16: Grid current harmonic content with the AD strategy: emulating a virtual resistor of 2.75 Ω (a) and emulating a

virtual resistor of 10 Ω (b).

6. Conclusion

In this work a robust active damping strategy based on the capacitor voltage derivative is proposed.390

With the approach presented, the AD stability region is adapted to the optimised design of a given LCL

filter and all the possible PCCs where the converter can be connected, instead of imposing additional

constraints on the LCL design procedure. This goal is achieved by means of an adjustable delay, presenting

a systematic procedure to tune this delay in the active damping feedback path by means of an analytical

expression that requires reduced information on the control loop. The design procedure and the analytical395

expression provided to adjust the delay are also applicable to the capacitor current proportional feedback

active damping. To overcome the limitations of the derivative close to the control Nyquist frequency,

a multisampled derivative is implemented, offering greater robustness against variations in the resonance

frequency, as a result of a lower delay. The detailed model developed for the LCL filter and the converter

current control loop allows to precisely adjust the active damping strategy. The solution proposed is costless,400

does not increase the power losses, and is based on the measurements available in grid-connected power

converters and the existing digital systems to implement the multisampled derivative. The performance and

robustness of the proposed AD have been tested through experimental and simulation results.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 17: Capacitor line voltages waveforms with the AD strategy: emulating a virtual resistor of 2.75 Ω (a) and emulating a

virtual resistor of 10 Ω (b).
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